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Ambiance and atmospheric lighting are under your control.
Automatic schedules give a sophisticated “museum look” as
well as save energy. Replace unsightly gangs of switches with
elegant keypads that complement your interior. The keypads
are theme controls which light rooms to perfect mood levels
and illuminate the pathways to your destination. In addition,
lights can work automatically in response to a door opening
or motion detection. When you leave or arm your Symbiant
security system, all lights can be turned off with one touch. All
our systems can be customized to fit your lifestyle and are
scaleable from cottages to estates.

Elegant lighting can make…
 A single room brilliant!
 A pathway illuminated!
 An entire home shine!
 All with simple controls that have the fit and finish

       of a fine watch.

When trying to achieve the perfect balance of light in your
home you must also consider natural light. Lutron’s Shading
Solutions allows you to easily and elegantly control the amount
of sunlight you let into your room. With a simple touch of a
button you can raise and lower shades allowing you to easily
enjoy the full benefits of all your windows every day.

Shading solutions can…
 Give you and your family increased privacy
 Protect expensive furniture from harmful U/V rays
 Provide elegant and convenient control of

                   natural light with a single push of a button.
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Bri-Tech is a Lighting Controls Certifired Dealer for:

8 Series
As the premier HomeWorks offering, the 8 Series offers the
widest selection of control styles and finishings to enhance
your luxury home. The 8 Series can work as a stand alone
system or can be integrated with the HomeWorks Wireless
Series at any time.

4 Series
The most economic system, the 4 Series offers controls that use
desinger opening wallplates. Offering a clean yet elegant look by
combining the functionality of many standard switches into one
single control. The 4 Series can work as a stand alone system or
can be integrated with the HomeWorks Wireless Series at any time.

Wireless Series
Utilizing HomeServe radio frequency technology, the Wireless
series does not require any additional wiring to install, making it
ideal for existing homes or expanding a system. The wireless se-
ries is compatible with both the HomeWorks 4 Series and 8 Se-
ries systems.

Shading Solutions
Lutron custom-manufactures every shade from simple manual
roller and Roman shades to sophisticated systems using Sivoia
Quiet Electronic Drive technology. Select from a variety of
fabrics with different looks, colors and functions including light-
filtering, privacy, or blackout. Shading Solutions allow rooms to
become multifunctional, with blackout shades your living room
can transform into a home theater!


